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Newlon, C.S. (1997). Cell 91, 717–720.the eukaryotic Cdc6 and Orc1 proteins and, therefore,
Raghuraman, M.K., Winzeler, E.A., Collingwood, D., Hunt, S., Wod-they have been named Cdc6 1-3. Remarkably, the two
icka, L., Conway, A., Lockhart, D.J., Davis, R.W., Brewer, B.J., andorigins of replication map very close to the Cdc6-1 and
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(Robinson et al., 2004 [this issue of Cell] and references
therein). Intriguingly, they also found that origin identity
seems to be mediated by a subset of Cdc6 proteins that
exhibit selective specificity for binding to origin se-
quences. The three Cdc6/Orc1-like proteins show a dra- A Common Switch used
matic difference in the expression profile: two of them by Plants and Animalspeak in G1 and S phase while Cdc6-2 accumulates spe-
cifically in G2, raising the interesting possibility that
these proteins, collectively, might contribute to posi-
tively and negatively regulating origin firing. Hence, this Comparisons of plant and animal development usually
archaeon recapitulates the eukaryotic situation in which highlight their differences. The discovery that a kinase
multiple replicators are used to initiate DNA synthesis of the MAPKK class plays a key role in cell specifica-
and provides a powerful tool to address the mechanism tion at the first division of the Arabidopsis embryo
of origin selection and cell cycle control of replication, suggests that there may be similarities based on a
that are still, in eukaryotes, not completely understood. common logic.
An important question to answer is why this organism
has selected a mechanism of replication based on two If one compares a traditional Japanese farmhouse to
replicators? Is it just to speed up the replication process, its counterpart in England, one is first struck by the
or does firing of multiple replicators have implications differences: paper versus plaster walls, tile versus thatch
for cellular process other than replication efficiency? In roofs, sliding versus hinged doors, tatami mats versus
this respect, another interesting finding from Bell’s lab stone floors. The differences stem from the near total
is that, in Sulfolobus, origin firing results in the accumu- independence of their designs. And yet at closer inspec-
lation of sister chromatid junctions that resemble the tion one sees that many of the basic materials are the
ones described also in eukaryotes (Benard et al., 2001). same: wooden beams, stone hearths, metal pipes. In
Although the nature of these structures is still elusive, fact the fundamental design is identical—a rectangular
they might have relevant implications for sister chroma- structure providing shelter from the elements, with en-
tid cohesion and for the quality control of the replication tranceways and means of internal heating. The similari-
process. Interestingly, ORC has been suggested to play ties originate in the shared purposes and needs of the
a role in coupling replication to cohesion (Bell, 2002). builders and reveal a consistent logic.
With this in mind, we should consider the possibility that Comparisons of animal and plant embryogenesis usu-
Archaea will help us to define not only what happens ally focus on their differences: massive cell movements
during the replication process but might also provide versus cells constrained by walls, organs developed in
important clues for those cellular processes tightly con- utero versus continuous organogenesis, minimal versus
nected with chromosome replication, such as recombi- dramatic responses to environmental signals. The differ-
nation, sister chromatid cohesion, cell cycle regulation, ences are readily traced to the fact that the common
and perhaps even checkpoints. ancestor of plants and animals was unicellular and each
evolved a developmental program independently. And
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with very different solutions for orchestrating embryonicVia Adamello 16
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from a saturated screen for mutations in plant embryonicItaly
development carried out by Gerd Ju¨rgens and colleagues2Dipartimento di Scienze Biomolecolari e Biotecnologie
who identified several lines with phenotypes that initiallyUniversita` degli Studi di Milano
appeared similar to Drosophila gap mutants (Mayer etVia Celoria 26
al., 1991). However, when the affected genes were iso-20133 Milano
lated, they encoded components of the secretory ma-Italy
chinery or were involved in cytokinesis (Shevell et al.,
1994; Lukowitz et al., 1996). The recent discovery thatSelected Reading
the secretory machinery regulates the internal trafficking
Anglana, M., Apiou, F., Bensimon, A., and Debatisse, M. (2003). Cell of the plant hormone auxin (Geldner et al., 2003), whose
114, 385–394. localization correlates with the emergence of embryonic
Bell, S.P. (2002). Genes Dev. 16, 659–672. organs (Friml et al., 2003), only served to reinforce the
Benard, M., Maric, C., and Pierron, G. (2001). Mol. Cell 7, 971–980. impression that plants use novel strategies to define
Diffley, J.F. (2001). Curr. Biol. 11, 367–370. embryonic fates.
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describe the discovery of a gene that points in the otherJacob, F., Brenner, S., and Kuzin, F. (1963). Cold Spring Harbor
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T., Offringa, R., and Ju¨rgens, G. (2003). Nature 426, 147–153.Arabidopsis embryos for mutations that cause distinc-
Lukowitz, W., Mayer, U., and Ju¨rgens, G. (1996). Cell 84, 61–71.tive changes in the pattern of embryonic cell divisions.
Lukowitz, W., Roeder, A., Parmenter, D., and Somerville, C. (2004).Embryogenesis in Arabidopsis begins with an asymmet-
Cell 116, this issue, 109–119.ric division of the zygote resulting in a small cell on top
Mayer, U., Torres Ruiz, R.A., Berleth, T., Misera, S., and Ju¨rgens,and a much larger cell beneath it. The smaller cell will
G. (1991). Nature 353, 402–407.develop into the embryo, while most of the larger cell
Shevell, D.E., Leu, W.-M., Gillmor, C.S., Xia, G., Feldmann, K.A., andbecomes an extra-embryonic structure called the sus-
Chua, N.-H. (1994). Cell 77 1051–1062.pensor. There is a parallel here to the early divisions of
the mammalian embryo in which the inner cells form the
proembryo and the outer cells will form the placenta.
In the yoda mutant, the lower cell fails to form a sus-
pensor. Instead the cells divide in a fashion resembling Old Drugs, New Tricks:those that normally form an embryo. Markers for sus-
Using Genetically Sensitized Yeastpensor cell fate are absent in these cells, while the upper
cell appears to divide normally. This suggests that the to Reveal Drug Targets
YODA gene product plays a key role in specifying the
developmental pathway that the lower cell takes after
the first embryonic division.
The big news is that YODA encodes a kinase of the
A study in this issue of Cell illustrates the power ofMAPKK family. In fact, it is the first gene shown to play
applying genomic approaches with model systems toa role in early plant embryogenesis that encodes either
characterize the biological activity of small moleculesa signaling component (unless you count auxin trans-
and to identify their cellular targets, which can clarifyporters as signaling components) or a transcription fac-
the mode of action of human therapeutics.tor. That it is actually acting as a kinase was shown
by mutation of the putative catalytic domain and the
generation of dominant-negative forms based on its Although the term chemical genetics is a relatively re-
likely structure. Constitutive expression of YODA results cent invention, the underlying principles of the approach
in an embryo that looks like a large suspensor, strongly stem from the work of 19th century chemists who under-
supporting the idea that YODA is a key developmental took the first phenotype-based assays and established
switch. that small molecules have biological activity exerted
What is the impact of the discovery of a kinase playing through interactions with specific proteins in the cell
a central role in early plant embryogenesis? In animals, (Stockwell, 2000). A “forward” chemical genetic screen
early specification events are controlled by an interplay mirrors the powerful genetic screening approaches
between signaling molecules and transcription factors. used in model organisms to explore gene function and
Presumably, downstream of YODA there are transcrip- involves testing small molecule libraries in cell-based
tion factors and upstream there is a receptor and a assays to discover compounds that elicit a revealing
signaling cascade. As the pathway is elucidated, it may phenotypic change. That this type of screen might be
reveal a conserved cassette of molecular players, as is an effective means of identifying drug targets derives
the case with innate immunity in plants and animals. from the concept that bioactive compounds can act
Similarities have already been found later in embryogen- as mimetics of genetic mutation (Giaever et al., 1999;
esis when various transcription factors, including those Hartwell et al., 1997). In other words, the inactivation of
containing homeodomains, play important roles in pat- a specific protein by a drug is conceptually equivalent
terning both in plants and animals. to mutational perturbation of the corresponding gene
There are only two successful attempts by evolution and, conversely, a mutation might be viewed as an “ide-
to make multicellular organisms. In both cases, the same alized” drug. Now, in an important application of this
basic problems had to be solved: how to get cells to concept, Lum et al. (2004 [this issue of Cell]) have used
divide so that the daughters are different, how to inte- the genome-wide set of budding yeast deletion mutants
grate the functions of cells to form tissues, how to com- as a tool for deciphering the targets for a number of
municate from one tissue to another. As we learn more different compounds with diverse chemical structures
about plant and animal development and compare how and therapeutic relevance.
components are used and reused for similar or different Chemical “space,” measured in terms of number and
results, we discover the logic behind the process. variety of molecules, is extensive: the Merck Index
alone, which lists commonly used chemicals in health,
Philip N. Benfey agriculture, industry, and laboratory science, encom-
Biology Department passes over 10,000 diverse compounds. The potential
Duke University for expanding our understanding of compound activity
Durham, North Carolina 27708 is huge; only a few percent of human gene products are
now used as targets for therapeutics. Comprehensive
Selected Reading characterization of chemical activities is particularly im-
portant for understanding primary drug action, drug sideGeldner, N., Anders, N., Wolters, H., Keicher, J., Kornberger, W.,
effects, and chemical toxicity. Moreover, chemicals withMuller, P., Delbarre, A., Ueda, T., Nakano, A., and Ju¨rgens, G. (2003).
Cell 112, 219–230. specific known targets can provide an inroad into the
